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Roberto Prevete Universit` a degli Studi di Napoli Federico II Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica e Tecnologie dell’Informazione (DIETI ) Via Claudio, 21, 80125 Napoli, Italy [email protected] Fabian Chersi University College London Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience 17 Queen Square, London, WC1N 3AR, England [email protected] Giovanni Pezzulo Institute of Cognitive Sciences and Technologies National Research Council of Italy Via S. Martino della Battaglia 44-00185 Rome, Italy [email protected] Accepted 9 March 2015 Published Online 18 May 2015 There is wide consensus that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is able to exert cognitive control on behavior by biasing processing toward task-relevant information and by modulating response selection. This idea is typically framed in terms of top-down inﬂuences within a cortical control hierarchy, where prefrontalbasal ganglia loops gate multiple input–output channels, which in turn can activate or sequence motor primitives expressed in (pre-)motor cortices. Here we advance a new hypothesis, based on the notion of programmability and an interpreter–programmer computational scheme, on how the PFC can ﬂexibly bias the selection of sensorimotor patterns depending on internal goal and task contexts. In this approach, multiple elementary behaviors representing motor primitives are expressed by a single multi-purpose neural network, which is seen as a reusable area of “recycled” neurons (interpreter). The PFC thus acts as a “programmer” that, without modifying the network connectivity, feeds the interpreter networks with speciﬁc input parameters encoding the programs (corresponding to network structures) to be interpreted by the (pre-)motor areas. Our architecture is validated in a standard test for executive function: the 1-2-AX task. Our results show that this computational framework provides a robust, scalable and ﬂexible scheme that can be iterated at diﬀerent hierarchical layers, supporting the realization of multiple goals. We discuss the plausibility of the “programmer–interpreter” scheme to explain the functioning of prefrontal-(pre)motor cortical hierarchies. Keywords: Programmable neural networks; pre-frontal cortex; cognitive control; computational model. ∗
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1.



Introduction



Current theories on executive function argue that prefrontal cortex (PFC) can ﬂexibly bias the selection of sensorimotor patterns depending on internal goal and task contexts.46,55 This idea is typically framed in terms of top-down inﬂuences within a cortical control hierarchy.25 However, the neural mechanisms underlying hierarchical control remain elusive. Firstly, it is unclear what is represented in the diﬀerent layers; many proposals have been advanced that link PFC hierarchies to diﬀerent levels of control, to increasingly more abstract information, or to events that are increasingly more remote in time.3,6,7,38,42 Secondly, it is not fully understood how higher hierarchical layers exert top-down inﬂuence or in other words what the computational principles regulating hierarchical control are, with competing proposals building on (hierarchical) reinforcement learning, dynamical systems, and predictive coding, among others.6,11,21,37,41,51,60,61,77 Views of hierarchical brain functioning can broadly be distinguished into two main categories: localized or distributed. In the localist perspective, hierarchies can be composed of neural subpopulations having specialized functions (encoding e.g. behaviors or motor primitives) with higher hierarchical layers having the functional role to select and switch among them. In a computational model that is representative of this approach, prefrontal — basal ganglia loops gate multiple input channels51,67 or experts.21,35 Another view is to consider a single neural layer that can (learn to) encode multiple functions (behaviors) in a distributed fashion and can select a speciﬁc behavior on the basis of “control inputs” coming from higher hierarchical layers.8,43,79 In this paper, we build upon a modeling proposal of ﬂexible modular control15 that uses a distributed scheme and builds upon the concept of programmability as deﬁned in computer science.76 We developed a programmer–interpreter hierarchical architecture for cognitive control where a higher level “programmer” network (corresponding to PFC) selects inputs for a lower-level reusable neural network (corresponding to (pre-)motor cortex), thus



selecting among the multiple behaviors that the latter can potentially express. To explain the properties of the proposed architecture, we compare it with a more standard, localistmodular approach in which each neural network encodes an “expert” separately. We test the two architectures in a well-known benchmark task requiring a hierarchical control structure: the 1-2-AXcontinuous performance task, where subjects are asked to detect speciﬁc target sequences of letters and numbers.22 This comparison helps elucidating the strengths and weaknesses of the current proposal from a computational perspective. Furthermore, it clariﬁes the empirical predictions of the proposed scheme in terms of what is represented in the different layers of the hierarchical PFC — (pre-)motor circuit organization, and of how a higher hierarchical PFC layer exerts control over behavior by using control inputs to bias the functioning of the lower (pre-)motor layer. 2.



Methods: Computational Approach



Traditional views of the brain as a modular system organized in local neural circuits specialized for single functions20 are increasingly challenged by studies showing that the same neuronal structure can support many functions in diﬀerent conditions2,4,24,54 and fulﬁll multiple demands.16 Based on such evidence, various authors such as Refs. 2 and 13 have proposed that low-level neural circuits are re-cycled (or reused) for various purposes by other neural circuits across diﬀerent task categories and cognitive domains. Furthermore, many computational studies or brain theories are based on the idea that brain areas can be controlled by other parts of the brain and, consequently, perform diﬀerent behaviors under diﬀerent conditions.9,26,32,36,39,52,66,68,71 A new hypothesis gaining ground, on this ability of some areas to control other areas, is based on neural mechanisms that allow circuits to change their behaviors rapidly, dynamically, and reversibly, thus without changing their structure or changing (relearning) synaptic connectivity.4 The view of the brain as a network of reusable areas that can be ﬂexibly controlled by other areas
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can potentially impact the way we conceive cognitive control and hierarchical brain function.12 However, at the moment we still have few biologically realistic computational proposals explaining how the brain might implement the required “divergence of function from structure”54 : a fast and ﬂexible re-assemblage and reuse of neuronal structure without changes in synaptic connectivity due to learning. Indeed, most current theories of cognitive control are framed within connectionist networks,51 where the standard paradigm to adaptation and control requires the modiﬁcation of synaptic weights.69 Despite so, the idea of controlling the behavior of an artiﬁcial neural network through its inputs while keeping its structure constant has been explored, too. For example, in Refs. 33, 34, 43, 57, 72 and 75 auxiliary inputs are able to modulate the network behavior. Among them the work in Ref. 30 has long been considered a plausible implementation of working memory function.50 In other approaches (see, e.g. Refs. 15, 19, 29, 48, 49, 63, 69 and 73), the auxiliary input has the capacity of eﬀectively “switching” the network between diﬀerent behaviors in a rapid and reversible way; in particular, in Ref. 64 the role of “mixed selectivity” in subserving the cognitive functions ascribed to the PFC is analyzed across recording in neural activity of monkeys during an object sequence memory task and resulting in ﬂexible and quick adaptation to execute new tasks. Consequenly, our proposal departs from the aforementioned approaches and takes as its starting point the programmable neural network (PNN) architecture introduced by Donnarumma et al.,15 which has two main peculiarities. Firstly, it is endowed with a programming capability (where programming has to be intended in the same sense as used in computer science), which permits to deeply control a sub-system’s behavior without changing connectivity and eﬃcacies associated with the synaptic connections. Secondly, it follows a distributed representation scheme in which multiple motor primitives are embedded in the same neural population. A basic depiction of the PNN architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It is provided with two kinds of input lines: auxiliary (or programming) input lines and the standard data



Fig. 1. Hierarchical two-layer architecture of the PNN architecture.15 In the proposed scheme, the top layer implements a neural programmer and corresponds to PFC function, and the bottom layer implements a neural interpreter, which might be implemented in motor and premotor areas of the brain.



input lines, in which the auxiliary input lines are fed with a code, or program, describing the weights of another network. Thus, one can develop a hierarchical two-layer architecture: a bottom neural layer processing auxiliary and standard input, and a top neural layer processing standard input and sending programs to the bottom layer by the auxiliary input lines. As shown in Fig. 1, these two layers implementing programmer–interpreter scheme might correspond to prefrontal and (pre-)motor brain areas, respectively. The bottom layer is a neural network having both ﬁxed connectivity and ﬁxed synaptic eﬃcacies which behaves as an interpreter able to simulate the neural network encoded in the auxiliary input (an action resembling feeding the code of a virtual machine into a standard computational architecture). The top layer can be described as a programmer which sends
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Fig. 2. Representation of the hierarchical coupling of program/interpreter modules allowed in a programmable neural architecture.



the code of a weight matrix to the bottom layer. This neural architecture allows to model “instantaneous” switches of behavior, which are required to implement the kind of rule-like function typical of cognitive control, without changing connectivity. This computational scheme can easily be iterated at multiple hierarchical layers, with the result that a network playing the role of programmer relative to a lower-level interpreter can also play the role of an interpreter relative to a higher-level programmer, providing a homogeneous organizing principle for cortical hierarchies that extend over an indeﬁnite number of layers, see Fig. 2. At the computational level, this hierarchical architecture is composed of multiplicative subnetworks that enable a ﬁrst (programmer) network to provide input values to a second (interpreter) network through auxiliary input lines. To clarify how this is possible, we recall that the dynamic behavior of an artiﬁcial neural network is read on an output yi based on the sums of the products between connection weights wij and neuron output signals xj :    yi = f  wij · xj . j



From a mathematical point of view, one can “pull out” the multiplication operation wij · xj by using a multiplication (mul) subnetwork that can compute



the result of the multiplication between the output and the weight, inputs to the mul subnetwork:    mul(wij , xj ). yi = f  j



This procedure (called w-substitution in Ref. 15) permits to build a PNN architecture where the weights become auxiliary inputs, see Fig. 3. As a consequence, a PNN is provided with two kinds of input lines: auxiliary (or programming) input lines and the standard data input lines. The newly introduced programming inputs are fed with a code, or program, describing the network to be “simulated”. 2.1. CTRNN implementation In principle, a PNN architecture can be implemented using several kinds of recurrent neural networks. Here we introduce an implementation of PNN using Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks (CTRNNs), which are generally considered to be biologically plausible networks of neurons and are described by (1), see Refs. 5 and 31.   N  dyi = −yi + σ  wij yj + θi + Iie (t), τi dt j=1 (1)



Fig. 3. The “pulling out” of the multiplication is depicted on top. By means of the procedure w-substitution, employing distinct mul networks, it is possible to eﬀectively implement a PNN that acts as an intepreter of neural programs. 1550017-4
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where i ∈ {1, . . . , N } and N is the total number of the neurons in the network. Thus, for each neuron i: τi is the membrane time constant; yi is the mean ﬁring rate; θi is the threshold (or bias); σ(x) is the standard logistic activation function, i.e. σ(x) = 1+e1−x ; N +L Iie = j=N +1 wij xj is an external input current coming from L external sources xj ; ﬁnally, wij is the synaptic eﬃcacy (weight) of the connection coming from the neuron j or external sources xj to the neuron i. The multiplication network mul is also implemented here in the CTRNN framework.a The resulting PNN is a neural architecture with two kinds of input lines: data input lines and auxiliary (or programming) input lines. The programming input lines can be fed with codes (or programs) describing network structures in an eﬀective way, and the PNN is able to simulate (behaving like an interpreter) the behavior of the encoded networks on the data coming from the standard input lines. Consequently, we implemented the PFC area as a standard CTRNN network, see Eq. (2). τiPFC y˙ iPFC = −yiPFC   P  PFC PFC +σ wij yj + Iiext  (2) j=1



with i ∈ {1, . . . , P }. L PFC receives sensorial inputs Iiext = l=1 Sil xSensor . It is at the top of the hierarchy (see Fig. 4) l and projects its connections on the (pre-)motor areas. Our PFC module is meant to fall into different attractor states “readable” on its neurons yiPFC , depending on the detected sensorial information arriving at this area. The value of these neurons are used as programming inputs sent to the (pre-)motor areas, which rapidly and reversibly change their behavior, when diﬀerent inputs come from the PFC area. This is achieved in the PNN framework, implementing the (pre-)motor area as an interpreter of CTRNNs, by the equations expressed



Fig. 4. task.



The PNN architecture that solves the 1-2A-X



in (3).    N +L      τn y˙ n = −yn + σ  w ˆ · µhM + w ˜ · yj     j=1  h∈Hn        N   k k τm (3) µ˙ m = −µkm + σ  Cmj yj   j=1         M      Program   , + Cmj µkj + Im   j=1



where • • • • •



• • • •



a



n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, yN +j = xSensor , j k ∈ {1, . . . , N (N + L)}, m ∈ {1, . . . , M }, k  min{τn }, i.e. in a ﬁrst the time constants τm approximation two dynamics are presents: the mul networks with faster dynamics, a subnetwork with a slower dynamics, µkm is the activation of the mth neuron of the kth mul network, Cmj is a sparse matrix weighting connections from the slower subnetwork to the mul networks,  is the matrix of auto-connection of the mul Cmj networks, w ˆ weights connection from the mul networks to the slower subnetwork,



For the sake of clarity, let us call here the implementation of the ideal mul as mul∗ . For technical reasons, mul∗ includes time constants τ ∗  τi , where τi ’s are the time constants of the network neurons not belonging to mul∗ . Indeed, in the implementation one might consider some “sources of noise” because (1) the mul∗ network has a ﬁnite time delay for approaching the asymptotic values, at variance with the zero delay of the ideal mul subnetworks introduced previously; (2) the asymptotic values y¯mul could be not exactly the same as those provided by the ideal mul y¯mul , with a ﬁnite error δ = |¯ ymul − y¯mul |. See Ref. 15 for technical details. 1550017-5
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• w ˜ weights sensorial data, P Program  PFC = constitutes • the term Im j=1 Cmj yj the values of the programs, that are input signals  matrix. sent from PFC weighted by the sparse Cmj We stress that in our modelization, all the connections of the (pre-)motor areas are ﬁxed connections and thus, the dynamic behaviors that the (pre-)motor areas exhibit are due only to the change of its input, i.e. sensorial data (xSensor ) and programs l PFC from PFC (yj ). This means that the changes of behavior we model in the (pre-)motor area are qualitatively diﬀerent from learning, because not involving synaptic recalibration, and also reversible, because previous dynamic behaviors can be elicited whenever suitable programming inputs to the area are sent. 3.



stimuli are presented one at a time in a sequence. In each subtask, an “outer loop” number (1 or 2) can switch at any moment the subtask to be executed (AX or BY ). The participants’ (or model’s) task is to select one of two actions: R (right press) if the correct sequence is detected (say, AX preceded by 1) and L (left press) otherwise. To make the task more challenging and interesting from a learning viewpoint, in addition to the two standard subtasks (1AX and 2BY ) we added two more subtasks (3AX and 4BY ). In this way, the problem cannot be solved by using ﬁxed associations between 1A and 2B, but requires two nested loops: the former to set an “outer” context (1, 2, 3, or 4), and the latter to set an “inner” context (A or B), and the two contexts jointly contribute to determine the right response (X or Y ). The alphabet used in our simulation is:



Experiments



In this section, we test our approach in the chosen 1-2-AX experimental task. Firstly, we clarify the particular setup and the scenario in Sec. 3.1, then in Sec. 3.2, we show the results obtained, which probe our hierarchical architecure to be a viable hypothesis of modeling how PFC actually solves a 1-2AX task by “programming” (pre-)motor areas, i.e. selecting speciﬁc coding from a vocabulary of motor primitives. 3.1. Setup and procedure We tested the behavior of the PNN architecture in the 1-2-AX-continuous performance task: this is a standard benchmark to evaluate executive function, and it has been widely used to study its candidate neuro-computational implementations.22 The task has an underlying hierarchical structure and has been designed to test the participants’ (or computational model’s) ability to selectively update the content of PFC working memory (here, the program to be used) and use it to select the most appropriate response. In the 1-2-AX task, letters and numbers are presented sequentially over time, and target sequences have to be detected. The appropriate response to a particular sequence (such as AX) is dependent on the most recently viewed number; thus, the cues (e.g. As) and probes (e.g. Xs) are nested hierarchically within an outer-loop signalled by the number information (e.g. 1s). In the 1-2-AX task



Σ = {1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, X, Y }. The formal details of the desired subtasks are explained as regular expressions in Table 1. Sample example of the responses in correspondence of sample sequences are described in Fig. 5. Figure 4 shows a depiction of the PNN architecture that solves the task: here the top (PFC) layer sets and maintains the program to be used (1AX, 2BY , 3AX, or 4BY ) based on the current context (1, 2, 3, or 4) and feeds it to the bottom (pre-)motor layer, which then executes it to select the right motor response (R or L) based on the current stimulus (AX or BY ). Note that both layers receive the input stream, but the top layer uses it to maintain or switch a program in working memory while the bottom layer uses it to select the motor response based on the current program received by the top layer. The PNN implementation includes a hierarchy structured in a top layer and a bottom layer. The
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Table 1. The regular expressions formally explaining the four subtasks implemented in the simulations. Sample sequences and responses are shown in Fig. 5. Program name



Regular expression



1AX 2BY 3AX 4BY



(Σ∗ )1(Σ∗ \{234})AX (Σ∗ )2(Σ∗ \{134})BY (Σ∗ )3(Σ∗ \{124})A(Σ∗ \{124})X (Σ∗ )4(Σ∗ \{234})B(Σ∗ \{234})Y
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(a) Program 1AX



(b) Program 2BY



(c) Program 3AX



(d) Program 4BY



Fig. 5. (Color online) Sample sequences and responses for the diﬀerent programs considered. Each row is a 6-character sequence. In Black are depicted Distractor stimuli (class D) related to the program; in Red the characters that elicit the correct program (class P ), whose recognition is modeled in the PFC, and open the outer ‘Program’ Loop; in Blue the characters that open the inner ‘sequence recognition’ loop (class S); in Green, the characters that indicate the end of the recognition loop (class F ) — at which the subject is required to respond or the Computational Model, in our case the outputs of our neural network architecture, is required to ﬁre. In Panel (a), the example shows how the correct sequences accepted by Program 1AX are of the type PD ∗ SF , where D can be any character that does not cause the switching to another program, i.e. D can be any character in the alphabet Σ excluded 2, 3 and 4; the other characters are P = 1, S = A, F = X. In Panel (b) sample sequences for Program 2BY are shown. The sequences recognized are, analogously to the previous program, of the type PD ∗ SF , where in this case D can be any character in the alphabet Σ excluded 1, 3 and 4, P = 2, S = B, F = Y . Programs 3AX and 4BY respond to a diﬀerent type of sequences, PD ∗ SD ∗ F , which admits a further loop between the character class S and F . Sample sequences of 3AX programs are shown in Panel (c), in which D can be any character in the alphabet Σ excluded 1, 2 and 4, P = 3, S = A, F = X (notice that S and F are the same as in Program 1AX). Finally, in Panel (d), sample sequences are shown of Program 4BY . In this case, D can be any character in the alphabet Σ excluded 1, 2 and 3, P = 4, R = B, F = Y (notice that S and F are the same as in Program 2BY ). In Table 1 a formal deﬁnition of the sequences accepted are expressed as regular expressions.



top (programmer) layer of 14 neurons is meant to detect and keep in memory the four programs (I = {I1AX , I2BY , I3AX , I4BY }) and its implementations refer to Eq. (2). The bottom (interpreter) layer of 32 neurons acts as an interpreter of sequences and uses the inputs I provided by the programmer layer as well as the sensory input (e.g. 1AABCCXA) to output one of two motor commands {R, L}, represented here as two output neurons. The actual implementation of the bottom layer is realized by means of Eq. (3) (see also Fig. 7). It is important to stress that the bottom layer is a ﬁxed-structure network (i.e. its weights are never changed during the simulations) and it changes its behavior only on the basis of the input I. This network can interpret even more programs without changing its structure (see the Discussion). We compare the performance of this PNN network with an alternative, localist-modular scheme



(called MOD) in which the four diﬀerent subtasks (i.e. recognize 1AX, 2BY , 3AX, or 4BY ) are encoded in four smaller “compiled” CTRNNs of two neurons each. The MOD requires four diﬀerent CTRNNs with a diﬀerent structure of weights and four diﬀerent outputs, which would correspond to separate and modular neuronal circuits in the brain. To work properly, MOD must include an extra component that collects the outputs of the separate networks and learns to arbitrate among them35 ; because we use MOD as a reference to study the performance of PNN, here we assume that this extra module always arbitrates choice perfectly. We stress that Program 1AX and Program 2BY can be performed by identical MOD networks, as they perform the same program but with diﬀerent input stimuli (see Fig. 5). The same applies with Program 3AX and 4BY : identical MOD networks can perform them too, for the same reasons. Thus, switching from 1AX
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Fig. 6. The matrix strength connections are presented for each MOD network implementing the diﬀerent programs 1AX, 2BY , 3AX, 4BY . The strength of the weights is depicted in gray scale. Each network has two neurons, thus, the internal matrix is a 2 × 2 matrix (on the left), while the external matrix is a 2 × 8 matrix, because the input signals coming from are L = 8. xSensor l
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to 2BY (respectively, from 3AX and 4BY ) can be thought only as a matter of suitable redirecting (gating) the proper input to the proper network. On the other hand, the switching among the other kinds of programs, say for instance the switching from 1AX to 3AX, involves a structurally diﬀerent kind of MOD networks, whose diﬀerent functional working is not anymore a matter of mere gating. In those cases, in order to obtain a single network replicating the wanted MOD behaviors, it is crucial to resort to a PNN system: Such a system, in fact, by passing the corresponding encoding of a MOD network on the programming input line (i.e. by means of the w-substitution procedure), is proved to suitably simulate diﬀerent MOD behaviors without changing its ﬁxed synaptic structure.



3.2. Results To test the models, we prepared a dataset composed of random sequences of symbols of the alphabet Σ. The tested sequences had 4000 elements, and there was a percentage of about 30% of the four different subtasks in it, with random distraction letters in the dataset. The total number of characters L = 8 is given at each time step as external sensorial (see Sec. 2.1) by a 1-of-L encoding input xSensor l



scheme, i.e.:



xSensor 1 xSensor 2 xSensor 3 xSensor 4 xSensor 5 xSensor 6 xSensor 7 xSensor 8



→ → → → → → → →



3 ↓ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0



4 ↓ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0



A ↓ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0



B ↓ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0



X ↓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0



Y ↓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Figure 6 shows the strength of the connections of the diﬀerent MOD networks implemented for each Program 1AX, 2BY , 3AX, 4BY . As it is possible to see, each module takes into account only inputs related to speciﬁc characters, putting to zero all the other distraction stimuli. Thus, one of the problems would be to correctly redirect the stimuli to the proper MOD area. Figure 7 shows the corresponding 1-2-AX interpreter built by means of the w-substitution procedure. It is possible to appreciate the organization principles in it. The matrix is very sparse and the network results organized in the substructures formally expressed in Eq. (2): a twoneuron network devoted to the readable output and 10 three-neuron-mul networks that interact with it. In particular, these mul networks modulate the
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Fig. 7. The matrix strength connections are presented for the PNN interpreter implementing the 1-2-AX continuous performance task. The strength of the weights is depicted in gray scale. The network has 32 neurons, thus, the internal (Channels 1–8) and matrix is a 32 × 32 matrix (on the left). The external matrix receives from sensorial inputs xSensor l from PFC module (Channels 9–18), resulting in a 32 × 18 matrix. 1550017-9
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Fig. 8. Top: A sample execution of the PNN network is shown: the ﬁxed-structure interpreter network ﬁres in function of diﬀerent characters of the sequence. Whenever a character in 1, 2, 3, 4, is presented, the network correctly emulates the proper program. Bottom: The MOD architecture constituted of four distinct networks (one for each sub-task) runs in parallel and ﬁres separately whenever the proper subtask is presented.



programming input coming from PFC dynamically changing the output behavior in correspondence of PFC programs. In our tests we initially presented each character with a ﬁxed duration Tmax ; then to test the robustness of the interpreter we gradually decrease length of the input character duration. Figure 8 (top) shows a typical run of the PNN network. The programmer layer ﬁres when responding to events in the “outer loop” and the interpreter layer recognizes the right subsequence in



a context-dependent way (that is, in a way that depends on which program it is inputted by the programmer layer). Figure 8 (bottom) shows the corresponding behavior of the MOD architecture, with four separate networks encoding one sub-task each. The performance is evaluated varying the length of the signal choosing diﬀerent percentages of the duration of the input symbols, Tmax . The percentage of Tmax was varied in an interval [83%, 100%]. Figure 9 shows the accuracy of the reconstruction of the ideal target comparing the PNN and MOD
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Accuracy of PNN (in magenta) versus MOD (in green) networks. The plot shows the accuracy of PNN (respectively, MOD) computed with respect to the target responses for diﬀerent duration of input characters. See text for further details.



architectures, in function of the percentage of variation of Tmax presented during the simulation. As it was expected the performance of MOD modules is higher when input signals duration increases. However, the slight degradation of PNN performance, is balanced by the acquisition of new functionalities, i.e. the possibility of recycling a neural structure in order to achieve multiple behaviors, ‘readable’ on the activation of the same output neurons.
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Figure 10 shows the reconstruction error of the PNN interpreter while varying the duration of the input characters and while adding additional programs to the interpreter network. The increase of reconstruction error is due to the ﬁnite-time responding mul∗ networks, which limit the interpreting capability. In other words, the interpreter layer does not allow to simulate an inﬁnite number of sequences with an inﬁnite precision. Thus, a compromise is needed between the possibility of adding more behaviors and the noise resulting in the network representations. These results permit to illustrate the trade-oﬀs between the PNN strategy based on programming and recycled areas (i.e. using the bottom layer as a general-purpose interpreter) and the more standard strategy that modularizes and “compiles” the separate behaviors or programs using separate localist neural networks. An argument that is often used in favor of localist modules is that they permit to store an arbitrary number of elements without the so-called catastrophic forgetting,23 while distributed schemes have problems in acquiring a high number of programs of behaviors.79 Our results show that, not surprisingly, the performance of the PNN network decreases when more programs are added. However, this does not depend on catastrophic forgetting but on the aforementioned limits of the interpreting capability. Indeed, our framework diﬀers from conventional approach with respect to learning because
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Fig. 10. The ﬁgure shows the reconstruction error of the PNN interpreter relative to one of the MOD modules, as a function of the duration of the input characters. The analysis is performed while adding one program at a time to the PNN interpreter and correspondingly one more module to MOD architecture. 1550017-11
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learning a new behavior or a new element of information in a standard artiﬁcial neural network modiﬁes the weights of the network, thus generally altering or erasing the previously acquired items (which causes catastrophic forgetting). In the interpreter– programmer organization the interpreter neural layer constitutes a ﬁxed-weight network and the “learning” will have to be delegated to the appropriate selection of the programming inputs. Thus, while in conventional neural network architectures previous memories are consigned to the structure of the weights of the network, in our approach, the incremental acquisition of new behaviors or elements of information does not entail any structure modiﬁcation, but only resorts to the acquisition of new programs. The limitation in the PNN architecture is thus more appropriately linked to a working memory function rather than to a learning function. The same limitation is also present in localist-modular schemes: although it is possible to encode multiple behaviors in separated modules, as the number of modules increases, arbitrating between them becomes problematic (note that in our examples we instead assumed perfect arbitration for the sake of simplicity). Overall, then, the proposed PNN scheme permits to encode multiple behaviors or programs; as in localist-modular schemes, the performance of the PNN architecture decreases when more programs are encoded but there is no catastrophic forgetting. On the other hand, using a general-purpose interpreter as in the PNN architecture allows for a much faster acquisition of novel behaviors compared to the alternative strategies that require to learn a new module (in the localist-modular scheme) or to re-learn connections (in distributed connectionist approaches) whenever a new task is needed. In the PNN, given nets of N neurons with L inputs and a net mul of M neurons, the w-substitution lets us build an interpreter of at most N + N · M (N + L), larger than the single original networks. For w-substitution, each weight is replaced with a speciﬁc number of new connections. Supposing



that we want to build an interpreter of K diﬀerent programs, we start the construction with K diﬀerent network modules. This would result in a K · (N 2 + NL) total number of connections. After a complete w-substitution (made on all the connections) the resulting interpreter would have a number M · (N 2 + NL). Thus, when it occurs that K > M , it is more convenient, from the point of view of the connection size (i.e. network size), to construct a single interpreter of programs more than diﬀerent networks each one specialized in a diﬀerent behavior, as in the MOD architecture.b Overall, then, these considerations point to a marked advantage of using recycled neural areas and, in particular, the PNN scheme.



4.



Discussion



We proposed a hierarchical interpreter–programmer computational hypothesis for hierarchical brain function and cognitive control. The proposal builds on two main hypotheses: ﬁrst, higher brain areas can “program” lower brain areas (i.e. control them using auxiliary inputs within a ﬁxed-weight architecture), and second, the latter could include multiple behaviors using networks of recycled or reusable neurons. The hypothesis is implemented using a PNN architecture in Ref. 15. Here, the bottom (interpreter) network, putatively corresponding to (pre-)motor brain areas, can “store” multiple basic behaviors within a common neural substrate; this coding scheme is more parsimonious than alternative localist or distributed approaches, and also avoids the shortcomings of catastrophic forgetting. The top (programmer) network, putatively corresponding to prefrontal brain areas, can exert cognitive control and enforce rule-like behaviors by instantaneously instructing the interpreter network, without the necessity of relearning. Note that we exempliﬁed the functioning of our PFC-(pre)motor model using a simpliﬁed, yet very widely adopted neural network architecture, the CTRNN. Although CTRNN-based systems



b



Note that this relationship only takes into account a perfect interaction between mul networks with no delays and noise. In an eﬀective implementation also those factors should be taken into account and an empirical trade-oﬀ should be considered in order to prevent resulting simulating behaviors from being too noisy to be eﬃciently deployed in the desired task. Indeed, the need of an approximation for the mul∗ construction implies a degradation of the performance that should be carefully managed, although in our experiments the neural architecture exhibits a very good tolerance to the length of the input character duration. 1550017-12
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introduce several simpliﬁcations compared, say, to spiking neuron network models,56 they are commonly used to model real neural circuits (see, for example, Refs. 17, 47 and 78), and they are suﬃcient to highlight the main characteristics of our proposed architecture of brain organization, in particular, the ways brain areas at diﬀerent hierarchical layers communicate. Importantly, it is now widely accepted that some brain areas with a ﬁxed connectivity perform more than one behavior and that the transitions between the diﬀerent behaviors occur in a rapid and reversible manner.4,54 Brain tissue endowed with a programming capability exhibits exactly this type of property.27,28 Programmable CTRNNs are a computational account of how programmable brain tissues can be obtained. However, implementing the proposed model of hierarchical brain organization using a more detailed neuronal architecture is certainly an important open point for future research. We tested the PNN architecture in the 1-2-AX task, which is a typical benchmark for prefrontal function. Our results show that the PNN using a single interpreter compares well with a modular architecture that includes four “compiled” networks, each specialized for a single sub-task. The faster degradation of the performance of the PNN is compensated by its much more parsimonious neural structure in terms of the number of the connections required to encode programs or behaviors. Although the computational parsimony, robustness and scalability of this approach compared to alternative proposals are not per se suﬃcient to assess its biological plausibility, they at least provide computational-level arguments in favor of a possible advantage of the proposed scheme from an evolutionary viewpoint. From a neuroscientiﬁc perspective, the proposed interpreter–programmer scheme is consistent with a role of PFC in biasing instantaneously behavior46 without the necessity of re-learning; and in selecting among multiple basic behaviors that might be encoded in lower brain areas (e.g. pre-motor areas65). Intriguingly, the proposed scheme is consistent with very recent neuroscientiﬁc ﬁndings that draw attention to the existence of rapid and reversible changes of the “dynamics” of ﬁxed neural structures underlying cognition and behavior.44,54,74 The current proposal also oﬀers a mechanistic implementation of how networks of recycled13 or reused2 neurons might encode multiple motor behaviors and



might be ﬂexibly controlled by other brain areas in a multi-purpose way16 without changing synaptic connectivity. The auxiliary input lines (see Sec. 2) introduced in the model allowing this kind of control are “structurally” similar to contextual input lines used by other architectures insofar as they carry a further input with respect to standard inputs, however they diﬀer from contextual input lines because they require stronger constraints on the connectivity organization (see Eq. (3)). As a consequence, this speciﬁc organization entails that the auxiliary input encodes the structure of a neural network which will be simulated by the interpreter receiving the auxiliary input rather than representing the context where a behavior should occur.14,15,18 This auxiliary input drives the lower-level (interpreter) area to express one among the multiple behaviors that it can simulate. Besides, our proposal provides new insights into what is encoded by the hierarchical PFC organization, and how a hierarchical layer exerts control over behavior by biasing lower layers to execute speciﬁc functions by means of control inputs. In relation to the ﬁrst (what) point, the activity of each neural layer of the hierarchy can be viewed as the code of a program to be sent to lower hierarchical levels. This scheme can be replicated at diﬀerent hierarchical levels because a network playing the role of programmer relative to a lower-level interpreter can also play the role of an interpreter relative to a higherlevel programmer. This idea provides a novel organizing principle for cortical hierarchies and their role in supporting goal-directed behaviors, and links well with information-theoretic accounts in which higher hierarchical levels encode more “distal” contextual information.38 In this respect, it is important to note that the dynamics of the PNN architecture requires at least three diﬀerent time scales: the multiplicative subnetwork time scale (very fast), the time scale of the “simulated” network (slower than the previous one), and, eventually, the time scale of any network that outputs codes to program other networks (still much slower). This view is coherent with the idea that the functional organization of the brain follows a “temporal hierarchy”.37,40,53,59,79 In relation to the second (how) point, one hypothesis is that a speciﬁc neural mechanism (here, the mul subnetworks) might enable each layer to interpret the programs provided by higher areas and consequently
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to switch rapidly and reversibly between diﬀerent behaviors without changing the connectivity structure and the strength of the synapses. This mechanism would explain how PFC is able to rapidly and reversibly modify the functionality of (pre-)motor areas, letting them express diﬀerent behaviors or sequences of behaviors, without necessarily storing these sequences. In other terms, in this scheme the activity of (pre-)motor circuits can be cast in terms of a vocabulary of behaviors that the PFC can use to dynamically select sentences or sequences of elements of the vocabulary.62 Alternatively, programmability properties might be based on multiplicative responses at the dendritic or synaptic levels. There is a signiﬁcant debate about whether, and to what extent, the multiplication might be performed by the synapses or the dendrites as attested by the vast literature on the nonlinear and speciﬁcally multiplicative response on some input signals.1,45,49,70 For example, the multiplication is thought to play a crucial role in coordinate transformation1 or auditory processing.58 Compared to a scheme in which small neuronal populations (the mul subnetworks) perform multiplications locally (that is, connection by connection), a neuronal architecture supporting multiplicative responses at the dendritic or synaptic levels would be simpler. Furthermore, the rapid and reversible changes required in the PNN model might be linked to extrasynaptic neuromodulators (see, for instance4,10,44 ). The viability of these or alternative hypotheses remains to be empirically tested in future studies. Acknowledgments Research funded by the Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP), award number RGY0088/2014 and by the EU’s FP7 under Grant agreement No. FP7-ICT270108 (Goal-Leaders). References 1. R. Andersen, L. Snyder, D. Bradley and J. Xing, Multimodal representation of space in the posterior parietal cortex and its use in planning movements, Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 20 (1997) 303–330. 2. M. L. Anderson, Neural re-use as a fundamental organizational principle of the brain — target article, Behav. Brain Sci. 33(4) (2010) 245–266. 3. D. Badre, Cognitive control, hierarchy, and the rostro-caudal organization of the frontal lobes, Trends Cogn. Sci. 12 (2008) 193–200.
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